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VII. CONCLUSION 
A technique has been presented for implementation of residue 
multipliers for non-prime moduli, where the moduli can be de- 
composed into two or more relatively prime factors. An all ROM 
table look-up implementation of this technique was considered and 
analysis of the hardware requirements showed that the size of 
multipliers for non-prime moduli was less for a large proportion 
of moduli than that of prime moduli of comparable magnitude. 
An advantage of this multiplication technique in comparison with 
the quarter square multiplier is that the final stage is a look-up 
table, allowing the inclusion of another “free” operation in the final 
stage. Finally it was shown that the introduction of further stages 
of modulus decomposition can be implemented resulting in large 
hardware savings for some moduli. 
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Generalized Polyphase Representation And 
Application To Coding Gain Enhancement 
Anand K. Soman, and P. P. Vaidyanathan 
Abstract- Generalized polyphase representations (GPP) have been 
mentioned in literature in the context of several applications. In this 
paper, we provide a characterization for what constitutes a valid GPP. 
Then, we study an application of GPP, namely in improving the coding 
gains of transform coding systems. We also prove several properties of 
the GPP. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The polyphase representation is a useful tool in multirate appli- 
cations [1]-[3], [ l l ] .  It has been extensively used in the design of 
digital filter banks. The M-fold polyphase representation of a transfer 
function H ( t )  is given by 
M-1 
where the h s ( z )  are referred to as the M polyphase components of 
H (  z) .  The right hand side of (1) is a linear combination of functions 
z - ‘ ,  i = 0 , .  . . , M - 1, with the weighting factors being functions 
of z M .  Such a representation holds for both finite and infinite impulse 
response (FIR and IIR) transfer functions. Moreover, H ( t )  is FIR if 
and only if all its polyphase components are FIR. A natural question 
which arises is whether an arbitrary transfer function H ( z )  may be 
written as a linear combination of functions other than z-’, while 
retaining the desirable properties [ I]-[3] of the traditional polyphase 
representation. Furthermore, are there any advantages to be gained 
by using a different set of functions? 
In [3], the author has mentioned the so called ‘generalized 
polyphase representation’ (GPP). It has been shown that using a GPP, 
it is possible to efficiently quantize the coefficients of a digital filter. 
It has also been shown therein that the GPP gives a second derivation 
of the so called Interpolated FIR (FIR) filter technique [8]. In [4], 
further applications of GPP have been studied. However, neither 
of these references addresses the issue of what constitutes a valid 
generalized polyphase representation. In this paper we first provide a 
complete characterization of valid polyphase representations (Section 
11). In Section 111, we study another application of the GPP, namely 
in enhancing the coding gain of transform coding systems. We prove 
several interesting properties in this regard. 
The notation used in this paper closely follows that used in [3]. 
Bold faced quantites denote vectors and matrices. Let z (n )  be a 
real, wide sense stationary (WSS) random process. The correlation 
function p ( k )  of this process is defined as p ( k )  = E[x(n)z (n  - k)]. 
If z( n )  is a WSS vector random process, its M by M autocorrelation 
matrix is defined as Rzz(k) = E [ z ( n ) z T ( n  - k)]. AR(N) refers to 
an autoregressive process of order N [6]. The abbreviation gcd stands 
for ‘greatest common divisor’. In the figures, the boxes with t M  and 
LM stand for interpolators and decimators respectively, as defined 
in V I ,  P I .  
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11. GENERALIZED POLYPHASE REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we first define a 'valid polyphase representation' 
(VPP) and then provide a characterization of all such representations. 
Dejnition: Let U(.) = [uLg(z) u l ( z )  . . . uM-1 (z)lT. This is 
said to be a valid polyphase representation ( V P P )  if (a) every rational 
function B ( z )  can be represented as B ( z )  = Cz , 'b , ( z " )u , ( z ) ,  
where the b , ( t )  are rational (b) b , ( z )  are FIR if and only if B ( z )  
is FIR. 
It can be shown that with this definition, U(.) is guaranteed to 
be FIR. 
We now characterize all such V P P s .  Let e (2)  = 
[l 2-l z-' . . . z - ~ " ] ~ .  This is, therefore, the basis for the usual 
polyphase representation. Let the vector U(.) defined above be given 
the usual polyphase representation u(z) = V(zM)e(z ) .  This means 
that V(z) is the conventional polyphase matrix [3] of the elements of 
the vector U(.). Note that V(  z )  is FIR. We have the following result: 
L R " a  2.1: U(.) is a valid polyphase basis if and only if 
det[V(z)] = czk  for c # 0 and integer IC . 
Pmofi First assume that u(z) is a VPP. Then every transfer 
function can be represented in terms of the elements of U(.). In 
particular, e(.) can be written in terms of U(.) as 
e(.)  = ~ ( z ~ ) u ( t ) .  (2) 
e (z )  = ~ ( z ~ ) v ( P ) e ( z ) .  (3) 
But, u ( z )  = V(zM)e(z) .  Hence 
Now, E(z )V(z )  is the traditional polyphase matrix of e ( z )  with 
respect to e(.). Therefore, E ( z ) V ( z )  = I. Since, E ( z )  and V ( z )  
are both FIR, we have the result that det[V( z)]  is a power of z .  
Conversely, let det[V(z)] be a power of z .  We know that any 
transfer function H ( z )  can be represented as H ( z )  = h T ( z M ) e ( z ) .  
Using (2) this becomes H ( z )  = h T ( z M ) E ( z M ) u ( z ) .  Hence H ( z )  
can be represented in terms of U( z). Since V(  z )  is FIR and det[V( z ) ]  
is a power of z ,  E ( z M )  should be FIR (using E( zM)V(  z M )  = I). 
Hence h T ( z M ) E ( z M )  is also FIR for FIR H ( z ) .  This proves the 
converse. 0 
111. CODING GAIN ENHANCEMENT USING GPP 
In this section, we shall study a specific application of the gener- 
alized polyphase representation. 
Consider Fig. 1 with J ,  = 1, i = 1,. . . , M - 1. This is therefore 
the familiar case of Transform coding. Such schemes are used in 
data compression of speech, images and other signals. In such a 
scheme, the input string is divided into non-overlapping blocks z( n)  
of length M by grouping together M successive samples. Each block 
is encoded by multiplying it with a transform matrix A. The transform 
coefficients s( n )  are independently quantized. At the receiver, the 
inverse transformation A-' is applied to the received vector t ( n )  
to produce the output vector, which is 'unblocked' to obtain the 
output sequence. The case where the transform matrix is orthogonal 
(AT = A-l) is called Orthogonal Transform Coding [6], and is the 
one most commonly used in practice. 
There are two issues involved in the design of transform coding 
systems; namely, allocating the bits to the individual quantizers, 
and choosing the 'optimal' transform matrix A so as to maximize 
the coding gain. The optimal bit allocation result [6] says that the 
distribution of bits which minimizes the reconstruction error variance 
is the one that makes the individual quantizer error variances equal. 
Also, it is well known that the transform matrix A which maximizes 
the coding gain of the system is the Karhunen-Loeve Transform 
(KLT), whose rows are the eigenvectors of the input autocorrelation 
x (n) s(n) t(n) y (n) 
4 t 4 b 
Bloclung Mechanism Unblocking Mechanism 
Fig. 1. A generalized transform coding system. 
matrix [6]. The coding gain then becomes 
-2 
(4) 
An aspect of the transform coding scheme which has not received 
attention so far is the variations of the blockinglunblocking mecha- 
nisms (Fig. 1). Notice that in a traditional transform coding system, 
this mechanism is responsible for blocking M successive samples of 
the input data. However, it is possible in case of certain inputs to 
exploit the correlations between non-adjacent samples of the input 
data so as to enhance the coding gain. This would be particularly 
important when data from several sources is multiplexed into one 
bit-stream. Specifically, it is possible in several cases to design the 
blocking mechanism such that the value of (det[Rzz(O)]) in (4) is 
reduced. The question now is what are the constraints which the new 
blockinglunblocking mechanism has to satisfy? 
Consider the system shown in Fig. 1 with J ,  = J ,  i = 1,. . . , M - 
1. Hence, we have used a generalized polyphase basis comprising of 
the functions z - l J ,  i = 0 , .  . . , M- 1. The matrix A is the polyphase 
matrix of the filters in a generalized sense. Since the basis can be 
implemented using only delay elements, this scheme is equivalent to 
a transform coding scheme in terms of complexity. 
Fact 3.1: Consider the system shown in Fig. 1 with 
J ,  = J ,  i = 1,. . . , M - 1. This is a perfect reconstruction 
system if and only if gcd( J ,  M) = 1. 
Proof: One proof of this fact appears in [9]. We present 
here a proof based on GPP for the sake of completeness. 
Let u(z) be the vector with elements u , ( z )  = , 
i = 0 ,..., M - 1. Let u ( z )  = V(z')e(z), where e(.) is as 
defined above. If gcd( J ,  M )  = 1, then it can be verified that the 
matrix V(z )  has only one entry per column, and this entry is a 
delay. Hence det[V( z)] is a delay, implying that this is a Lalid GPP. 
Furthermore, V ( z )  is paraunitary [3], i.e., it satisfies V(z)V(z) = I, 
where V (  z )  is obtained from V(  z )  by transposition, followed 
by conjugation of coefficients followed by replacing z-by z - ' .  
The polyphase matrix of the unblocking mechanism is V(z), and 
hence the system is a perfect-reconstruction system. Conversely, if 
gcd( J ,  M) # 1, it can be verified that at least one of the columns of 
V ( z )  will have all zeros, and hence the system cannot have perfect 
Comment: Suppose M is fixed. There are several choices of 
J which satisfy Fact 3.1. In practice, we choose J such that the 
correlation between samples distance J apart is high. If the selection 
of both J and M is upto the designer, J is first chosen as above, and 
then M is chosen so as to satisfy Fact 3.1. However, we have not 
proved theoretically the optimality of such an approach. 
Coding gain example: As an example of a process where the 
coding gain of the new system is better than the transform coding 
z - z J  
reconstruction property. 0 
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system, consider a process with the autocorrelation funcfion 
p ( k )  = p l ( k )  + p z ( k )  where 
p l ( k )  = (0.1)Ik1 and 
p ~ ( k )  = (0.9)1k1'4 if Ikl is a multiple of 1. 
and 0 otherwise. ( 5 )  
Such an autocorrelation could arise where for example, the corre- 
lation between non-adjacent samples is high. If we used a traditional 
transform coding scheme on such an input, the coding gain would 
only be 0.029 db, whereas using J = 4 gives a gain of 1.63 db, (in 
both cases, M = 3). 
Transform coding is often used to encode images. Data from 
images normally shows high correlation between adjacent samples, 
and is often modelled as an AR( 1) process. For such data, the choice 
of J and M is simplified by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2: For an AR(1) process, the value of J which max- 
imizes the coding gain of the system is J = 1 (i.e. traditional 
transform coding), for all M. 
ProoR Consider running the Linear Predictive Algorithm (LPC) 
[6] on the AR(1) input. Let F ,  denote the prediction error variances 
for the ith order optimal predictor. Then it can be shown that €0  = 1, 
and et = (1 - p ' ) ,  f o r  a l l  i 2 1. Here, p is the correlation 
coefficient of the AR( 1) process. Now consider the autocorrelation 
matrix RZz of size x M corresponding to the vector input 
sequence ~ ( n ) .  It can be shown [6] that the determinant of this 
matrix is given by det,[Rzz] = n::,'~, = (1 - p2) . " - ' .  If we 
use J # 1, it can be verified that the autocorrelation matrix of the 
new vector process is similar to RZz,  but with correlation coefficient 
equal to p J .  The determinant of the new autocorrelation matrix is 
Hence, from (4), the coding gain of the new system can be no better 
0 
Monotonicity: In the case of traditional transform coders, the 
optimal coding gain can be shown (Appendix C of [lo]) to be a 
monotonic function of the number of channels -11 for arbitrary inputs. 
In systems such as in Fig. 1 however, the optimal coding gain is a 
function of M as well as J. For a given input, and a certain number 
of channels, there exists a optimal J satisfying Fact 3.1, which 
maximizes the coding gain of the system. Let Go,, ( J O p r ,  M )  denote 
the maximum gain after having chosen the optimal .J for a particular 
input. It can be shown that Gopt(.Jopt. -21) is not  a monotonic 
function of M .  To see this, consider the following autocorrelation 
function 
d e t [ R ~ z ' ]  = (1 - p 2.1 ) .%I-1 . If IpI 5 1, d e t [ R ~ ~ ' ]  2 det[Rzz]. 
than the traditional transform coding system. 
R ( k )  = ( p ) I k 1  if k i.s n multiple of 6. and 0 otherwise. (6) 
If A4 = 5, and if we use J = 6, we get a coding gain of 
- log(1 - p2)4'5db . If p = 0.95 for example, this value is 8.08db. 
However, if M = 6, it is not possible to get a coding gain greater 
than 0 db. 
Facr 3.3: Consider the system in Fig. 1. Let PA = C;=,J1, with 
PO = 0. Then the system is a perfect-reconstruction system if and 
only if the numbers ( P k ) m o d M  are distinct. 
Pro08 As in the proof of fact 3.1, let U(:) be the vec- 
tor with elements uz(z) = z-pi i = 0,.  . . , M - 1, and let 
U(.) = V ( z " ) e ( z ) .  It can again be verified that under the condition 
that the numbers (Pk )  mod  M are distinct, det[V(z)]  is a delay, 
implying that this is a valid GPP. Furthermore V ( 2 )  is also parauni- 
tary, thereby implying perfect reconstruction. Conversely, if the Pk 
do not satisfy the stated property, V (  z )  will be singular, implying that 
The important point to note in this new scheme is that the 
autocorrelation matrix of the vector z ( n ) ,  i.e., Rzz is no longer 
perfect-reconstruction is not possible. 0 
Toeplitz. Hence it is in general difficult to find the J ,  which maximize 
the coding gain for a given process. This would involve minimization 
of the determinant of a general positive definite matrix under the 
constraints imposed by Fact 3.3. 
One can, however, construct examples to demonstrate an improve- 
ment in the coding gain by using systems such as those in Fig. 1. 
Example I: Let M = 3, and consider an AR(5) process at the 
input whose first six autocorrelation coefficients are p o  = 1.0, 
Traditional transform coding would give a gain of 0.5 db, whereas 
using J1 = 4 and Jz = 1 in Fig. 1 would give a coding gain of 
2.3 db. 
Example 2: Let M = 4, and consider an AR(6) process 
at the input whose first seven autocorrelation coefficients 
are po = 1.0, p1 = -0.2, p2 = -0.2, p3 = 0.5, 
p 4  = -0.46, p5 = 0.39 p 6  = 0.76. Traditional transform coding 
would give a gain of 0.512 db, whereas using J1 = 1, J2 = 2 and 
J3 = 3 in Fig. 1 would give a coding gain of 3.19 db. 
Note: One can verify that the above two examples present valid 
autocorrelation sequences. This can be done by verifying that the 
relevant Toeplitz autocorrelation matrices (of size 6 x 6 in Example 
1, and of size 7 x 7 in Example 2) are positive definite. 
In the denominator of coding gain expressions, det(Rzz)  plays a 
crucial role. So it is important to explore the meaning of det(Rzz) = 
0. In the traditional case, we know that the the M X M matrix Rzz(0 )  
is singular if the input process s(n) is harmonic with atmost M 
frequencies. In the case of the system shown in Fig. 1, the following 
result holds: 
Lemma 3.4: Consider the system in Fig. 1, and let pk = c,"=,Jt 
with PO = 0. Let the M x M autocorrelation matrix RZZ be 
singular. Then, the input process s(n) is harmonic with atmost PM-I 
frequencies. 
Proo) Let RB be the autocorrelation matrix of size (PM-I  + 
1) x (Pal-1 + 1) corresponding to the input sequence z (n ) ,  i.e. 
R q ,  - [ p ( i  - j)]. We know [7] that if RB is singular, the 
input process is harmonic with atmost P M - ~  frequencies. We now 
show that d e t [ R ~ ]  5 det[Rzz].  Since both autocorrelation matrices 
are positive semi-definite, singularity of R z z  would guarantee the 
singularity of RB.  
p i  = 0.2, p2 = -0.45, p3 = 0.38, p4 = 0 . 7 , ~ ~  = -0.4. 
For a suitable choice of permutation matrix P, we have 
Hence (pg. 404 of [12]), 
d e t [ R ~ ]  = det[Q] 5 det[Rzz].  0 
IV. COMMENTS 
In this paper, we have developed a characterization of generalized 
polyphase representations (GPP). The GPP allows us a greater 
freedom in designing multirate systems. We studied a particular 
application of GPP, namely in enhancing the coding gain of transform 
coding systems. The advantage of using GPP was demonstrated 
for several inputs. Moreover the additional complexity of the new 
system is only slightly greater than the transform coding system, the 
difference being the higher number of delay elements used. We also 
proved several properties of the new system. 
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Corrections on ‘Two Dimensional 
IIR Digital Notch Filter Design”’ 
Soo-Chang Pei and Chien-Cheng Tseng 
There are four figures misplaced in the above paper.’ The correc- 
tion is as follows: Fig. 4(e) needs to be interchanged with Fig. 5(a), 
and Fig. 5(b) needs to be interchanged with Fig. 7(a). 
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